DRAFT
MINUTES of the Annual General Meeting
held at 6.15pm on 27 May 2022 at Metfield Village Hall
Directors Present:
Margaret Cochrane, Peter Haynes, Amanda Illing, Linda Norris(LN) (Chair), Caroline Miller
(CM) (minutes), Jan Rusted
Ordinary Shareholders present (23 plus 6 board members):
Wendy Abbott, John Austin, Lynn Banham, Dr V Berry-Webb, Viv Burton, Dr Brian Fisher,
Barbara Bennet, Mark Parsons, Gordon Lindsay, Sally Mackinnon, Michael Mead, Sue Mead,
Miranda Mitchley, Barbara Nash, Trevor Nash, Dr Christopher Osbourne, Jackie Robertson,
Kathy Smith, Paul Smith, Robin Twigge, Peter Twiss, Roger Webb, David Wolfe
In Attendance:
Norman Hart (HIP), Helen Sida (Accountant), Brenda Ray, Mary Frendow, Clare Crawley
Apologies:
Lynda Austin, Gillian & Peter Mortimer, Cllr Peter Gould, Tony & Doreen Wallbridge, Ruth
Steele, Fiona Denny, Janet Cobill
1.

Welcome from the Chair
LN welcomed everybody to the meeting and thanked all attendees for their support. CM
confirmed that the meeting was quorate.
It was noted that this AGM was the first opportunity that shareholders had had to come together
for a couple of years. LN introduced the Directors, the majority of whom had been appointed to
the Board since the last AGM. LN confirmed that CM had taken on the role of Company
Secretary.

2.

Ratification of the Minutes of the Last Meeting
No AGM has been held since 24 June 2019 due to restrictions in place to control the spread of
Covid 19. It was noted that the minutes of that meeting had been circulated to all Members and
the Board was unaware of any amendments requested or made.
The minutes of the meeting held on 24 June 2019 were presented and APPROVED. These
were then signed by LN as Chair and by Paul Smith as Chair in June 2019.

3.

Presentation of the Accounts:
Helen Sida presented the 2021/22 draft accounts. Helen thanked Wendy Abbott for her work as
bookkeeper and commended her for the high standard of her record keeping.
It was noted that turnover was slightly down compared to 2020/21 but that the shop continues
to perform well and is standing on it’s own two feet. Helen stressed the need to be aware of
rising costs and the potential impact of these going forward. She commented that reserves at
£46,000 are sufficient, though it is good practice to maintain reserves at a sufficient level to
cover running costs for 12 months.

4.

ORDINARY RESOLUTION to approve the Draft Accounts
A vote was taken and the Annual Accounts were APPROVED by Members and signed by the
Chair.
We thanked Helen for her work on the accounts and then, due to a previous appointment,
Helen left the meeting.
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5.

Presentation of the Annual Report
The Annual Report had been circulated with the papers for the meeting.
LN thanked all of those members of the community that helped to make the shop a success. It
is impossible to thank everybody but the following are deserving of a special mention:
Sue Mead, our Shop Manager who has always worked hard but has really gone above
and beyond over the last two years of Covid lockdowns. We are very lucky to have her
and really appreciate the work that she does both in the shop and for the wider
community.
Our volunteers to whom we owe a massive debt of gratitude. We recognise that
volunteering has been particularly difficult over the last two years and there has been
little opportunity for any socialising. We are making efforts to change that now and two
social events for volunteers have been held in the Village Hall.
A number of individuals have worked hard to keep the shop running, including Jan
Rusted and Peter Twiss, Mike Mead, Ann and Steve Mulligan, Miranda Mitchley and
Malcolm Miller. Among the volunteers a particular mention needs to go to the openers
and closers and to John Austin, our longstanding Sunday Volunteer and AGM
doorman!
Our thanks are also extended to Chris Osbourne and Bridget Morley, both of whom retired from
the Board this year after many years’ commitment. Both have made an outstanding
contribution.
Finally we thanked Peter Hatchman who has retired after being our Accountant for many years.
Peter Twiss commented that we also should thank our customers for their continuing loyalty and
support.

6.

Election of Board Members
CM explained that we are aiming to hold elections for Directors on a rotating basis as they
come to the end of their term. It was noted that we are always happy to accept applications
from potential new Directors.
Two Directors were due for election at this meeting:
Jan Rusted: Jan is a long-standing Director and needed no introduction. As a founding
member of the shop Jan is well known to all, is a valuable member of the Board and
dedicates a great deal of time to the efficient running of the shop.
Peter Haynes: Peter was accepted as a board member in February and we asked for
ratification of that appointment. Peter is also volunteer in the shop and brings to the
Board an expertise in Health & Safety matters.

7.

ORDINARY RESOLUTION to approve Board Members
Jan Rusted: APPROVED
Peter Haynes: APPROVED

8.

AOB
LN invited all attendees to join us in the bar.

Meeting ended at 6.50pm

Signed …………………………………………(Chair of meeting)

Date ……………………..
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